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not know how to measure mental work, therefore, we are not able
to realize that mental work done unaccompanied by physical
exercise will inevitably be dull and ineffectual. Walking results in
rapid circulation of blood in all the parts of the body, promotes
movements in every organ and strengthens it. One should remember
that the arms move during walking. We obtain fresh air by going
for a walk and behold the beauties of Nature. One should not
take walks always in the same place or in narrow lanes but go out
into fields and groves. We will then be able to appreciate in
some measure the beauty of Nature. A walk of a mile or two can
scarcely be called walking. A walk, to be worth the name, should
cover ten or twelve miles. Those who cannot do this regularly can
take long walks on Sundays. A certain patient, who used to suffer
from indigestion, went one day to an experienced vaidya1 for some
pills. The vaidya advised him to take short but regular walks. The
patient protested that he was too weak. The vaidya realized that
he was, in fact, a timid man. He thereupon took the patient with
him in his carriage. On the way he purposely dropped his whip.
The patient, out of politeness, had to get out to pick it up. The
vaidya immediately drove off. The poor patient had to follow,
panting hard for breath. The vaidya having made sure that the
former had covered a fairly long distance, turned the carriage
back, picked him up and told him that, since walking was the only
medicine for him, he—the vaidya—had forced him to walk even
at the risk of appearing cruel. By this time, however, the patient
was ravenously hungry and had forgotten all about the whip episode.
He thanked the doctor, went home and ate his fill. Those who
are not in the habit of walking and suffer from indigestion and its
accompanying ills should try the experiment.
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1 Physician practising A^urveda^ an incUgerpus system

